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WINTER BULBS


GLADIOLUS. Finest named sorts, colors or mixed large size bulbs, also for potting Price 50 cts. Doz. Bulblets separate colors 1.00 per. 100. smaller, 200 per. 1.00. Mixed colors and sizes some blossoms 200 for 1.00. Prepaid-prices. THE PINES PLANTATION HATFIELD, ARK.

Remarks

LIBRARY RECEIVED JUN 5 19

NOTICE

Besides mature bulbs and plants we offer their babies in hard cases. Tuberosa, E. F. Ear Gladiolus. Tulips sorts surprisingly selected. 48 hr. service. Have your address on envelope also. Write or please

THE PINES PLANTATION

JAMES E. BLOOM PROP.

HATFIELD, ARK.

Nurserymen usual New warranty